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A new plugin was announced today, ProIntro Vol.3 from Pixel Film Studios
for Final Cut Pro X

Announcing a new plugin from Pixel Film Studios, ProIntro Vol.3, which includes 30
introductions with beautiful designs for Final Cut Pro X

Aliso Viejo, California (PRWEB) August 23, 2014 -- Pixel Film Studios, a leader of Final Cut Pro X plugins
and themes, announced today the release of ProIntro Vol.3, a customizable title tool for FCPX

"Users can customize a fresh and professional tile just by dragging ProIntro Vol.3 in their timeline" says
Christina Austin, CEO of Pixel Film Studios. "ProIntro Vol.3 is a definite time saver and i think our users will
agree"

ProIntro Vol.3 is an intro pack with 30 beautifully designed titles made with Final Cut Pro X users in mind.
Achieve iconic looks with ease using intuitive controls found in the inspector window. Each preset ProIntro
Vol.3 features sliders, color wheels, and on-screen controls that allow for easy customization. Adjust a couple
of parameters and get entirely new looks! Place ProIntro Vol.3 introductions at an angle for a more dynamic
look.

ProIntro Vol.3 is a package of 30 introductions with beautiful designs. To use ProIntro Vol.3, simply drag a
preset atop personal media in the Final Cut Pro X timeline. Each ProIntro Vol.3 preset comes with unique
customization options that allow users to personalize the design. Utilize easy color wheels, sliders, and hue
dials to make altercations.

Add a frame with ProIntro Vol.3 presets. Easily adjust the width and style of the frame using a color wheel and
checkbox. Additionally, use the overlay controls to create greater contrast between the ProIntro Vol.3 preset
and the scene. Each design is unique, allowing users to achieve a variety of new looks & designs.

ProIntro Vol.3 is completely self-animating. Users can create a beautiful title sequence to introduce projects
without the hassle of heavy editing or keyframing. Simply drag a ProIntro Vol.3 preset above personal media
and allow P ProIntro Vol.3 to do the rest.

ProIntro Vol.3 features intuitive useful on-screen controls that allowFinal Cut Pro X users to position, rotate,
and scale PROINTRO™ presets with ease. For further animation, use the dolly function to slowly zoom closer
into the text.

ProIntro Vol.3 includes 30 presets that are all Final Cut Pro X exclusives. Pick from professional designs with a
simplistic looks or more stylized designs with waves, sharpens, color changes, and more. Find unique texture
options under "OVERLAY CONTROLS" and utilize "EDIT MODE" to stylize the text even further.

Established in 2006, Aliso Viejo, California-based Pixel Film Studios is an innovative developer of visual
effects tools for the post-production and broadcast community. Their products are integrated with popular non-
linear editing and compositing products from Apple FCPX. All Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X, and
Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other trademarks and
trade names are the property of their respective owners.
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Contact Information
Christina Austin
Pixel Film Studios
+1 (949) 273-8777

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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